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02/09/2019
This writ petition has been filed by the petitioner seeking
direction to the respondents to publish the complete result of the
candidates, publish the cut off marks category-wise and the
petitioner be called for ongoing counselling in the widow category,
if found suitable may be accorded appointment on the post of
Head Master (Secondary School) with all consequential benefits.
It is, inter alia, indicated that pursuant to the advertisement
dated 28.03.2018 for the post of Head Master, Secondary School,
the petitioner applied in the category of widow. After the written
examination, model answer key was published on 08.10.2018,
objections were invited and thereafter the present result dated
19.07.2019 indicating the same as a ‘provisional list for eligibility
checking’ was issued by the respondents, whereby, candidates two
times

the

number

of

vacancies

were

called for

document

verification.
The objection of the petitioner is that the respondents have
not issued the cut off and they are required to issue cut off
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category-wise of the candidates, who have been called for
document

verification/eligibility

checking,

inasmuch

as,

the

petitioner does not even know as to despite performing well, why
she is not in the cut off.
Learned

counsel

for

the

respondent

–

RPSC

made

submissions that looking to the various complications, which arise
on account of issuing of the cut off before eligibility checking, the
Commission decided not to issue the cut off.
This Court in Dinesh Kataniya v. The State of Rajasthan :
S.B.C.W.P. No. 9828/2019 by its order dated 12.07.2019, wherein
also for recruitment to the post of Nurse Gr.-II similar procedure
was sought to be adopted by the respondents therein, came to the
following conclusion and ordered for issuance of cut off:“The reason indicated in this regard, though may have
some substance, however, for the sake of requirement of
having transparency in the recruitment process, wherein
the candidates must be well aware of the cut-off regarding
those called for document verification, so that the
candidate can judge his own status, whether he has rightly
not been called for by the respondents, it is necessary for
the respondents to issue the cut-off.”

Adopting the same reasoning, the respondent - RPSC is
directed to declare the cut off in relation to the candidates, who
have been called for document verification/eligibility checking
category-wise

through

the

list

published

on

19.07.2019

(Annexure-5).
Another issue raised by the petitioner pertained to the
category of the petitioner.
Learned counsel appearing for RPSC has produced for
perusal of the Court duplicate Admission Card issued by the
respondents, whereby, the category of the petitioner has been
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indicated as Backward, Women, Widow, Rajasthan Government
(BC, WE, WD, RG).
Needful may be done within a period of three days.
Reply, if any, be filed by the next date.
List on 20.09.2019.
(ARUN BHANSALI),J
275-AK Chouhan/-
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